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Morphological class
Inflectional class

Typical situation:

Typical situation:
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F(eature) Class A Class B Class C

[a] stem-ta stem stem-ta

[b] stem-pi stem-pi stem-pa



Contextual allomorphy

‘standard’ analysis: contextual allomorphy + class features

two rules for realizing [a]: two rules for realizing [b]:
/0/ « [a]/ [B] /pa/ « [b] / [C]
/ta/ « [a] /pi/ « [b]
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Problems 
with class-
features
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Class-features are an adhoc device; no other rules in 
the grammar refer to these features.

Contextual rewrite rules are a very powerful device, 
allowing all sorts of patterns that we do not attest.

Zeroes are somewhat suspicious (no independent 
evidence).

Problematic vis-à-vis the Borer-Chomsky conjecture (no 
language specific features).

=> Aim: get rid of class-features and contextual 
allomorphy



Gist of alternative analysis

Phrasal spell-out: rather than end-nodes, spell-out targets phrases.
Items of different morphological classes have different sizes.

[a] ó -ta

 aP Û  item of classB 
 
[a]  Ö 

 aP  
 
[a]  ÖP ó items of classes A and C 
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F(eature) Class A Class B Class C

[a] stem-ta stem stem-ta



‘Irregular’ 
morphology
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Sing. boy 
[bɔɪ]

man 
[mæn]

Plur. boy-s
[bɔɪz]

men 
[men]



‘Irregular’ morphology
Lexical entries (i.e., vocabulary items) competing for the realization of plural: 

-0   ↔ [pl] / {√MAN, √WOMAN, √FOOT, √GOOSE,...}

-s   ↔ [pl]

√BOY [pl] √MAN [pl] 

/bɔj/ -s /mæn/ -0

You need context-dependent VI-rules to get the affixes in the right place.

You need a zero-affix to express plural.
You need a readjustment rule to change /mæn/ to /mɛn/ etc.
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Alternatively:

Use fusion instead:

n n
fusion |

√MAN [pl] → [√MAN + pl] Þ /mɛn/

But now you need some form of look-ahead: fuse this root with plural (and a 
small set of others) since these have a special Vocabulary Item for the plural.
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Gist of the alternative 
(nominal plural in English)

numP Þ * numP Þ /mɛn/

num nP num n
[pl] | [pl] |

√BOY √MAN
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Gist of the analysis (nominal plural in English)

numP Þ * numP

num nP nP numP Þ -s
[pl] | | |

√BOY √BOY [pl]

Once you allow phrasal spell-out, you have lexical items of different 
‘sizes’. (informally: men is bigger than boy).
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Reasoning behind working hypothesis

Every feature in the syntactic tree needs to be spelled out.

Lexical elements may have different sizes (boy is smaller than men)

Þ Different inflectional affixes realize complementing features.
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Working hypothesis: Different morphological classes are the result
of different ‘sizes’ of lexical items.



Functional sequence (f-seq.) (Starke 2021)
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 SpP 
 
Sp  PartP 
 
 Part.  pP  
 
  p  PlurP   
 
   Plur  NumP 
 
    Num  PastP 
 
     Past  TP 
 
      Tense  IPS 
 



F-seq. (‘lower’)
• IPS: Initiator, Process, State (see

Ramchand 2008) informally: ‘the
meaning of the verb as far as relevant 
to syntax’.

• Tense: present and past forms have 
Tense.

• Past: locates event at some point in 
time before the speech time.
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      PastP 
 
     Past  TP 
 
      Tense  IPS 



F-seq. (‘higher’)
• Num: The presence of Num is interpreted as 

singular

• Plur: The presence of Num + Plur is interpreted 
as plural

• π: stands for person; interpreted as 3rd person

• π + Part.: part stands for participant; interpreted 
as 2nd person

• π + Part. + Sp.: Sp. Stands for speaker; 
interpreted as 1st person
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 SpP 
 
Sp  PartP 
 
 Part.  pP  
 
  p  PlurP   
 
   Plur  NumP 
 
 



Spell-out 
algorithm

• Spell-out algorithm is universal;
• A suffix always has the same foot (left-most cell 

it realizes in the table)
• A suffix always has an upper limit (right-most cell 

it may realize)
• Suffixes may ‘shrink’ (it need not reach its right-

most cell)
• A suffix needs to realize a contiguous sequence 

of features of the f-seq. (no skipping of cells)
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Two verbal paradigms (class I & II)

Person / Number Class I Class II

bakke (‘to bake’) wɶrkjə (‘to work’)

Present

1SG bɑk wɶrk-jə

2SG bɑk-st wɶrk-əst

3SG bɑk-t wɶrk-ət

PL bɑk-ə wɶrk-jə

Past

1SG bɑk-tə wɶrk-ə

2SG bɑk-təst wɶrk-əst

3SG bɑk-tə wɶrk-ə

PL bɑk-tən wɶrkj-ən

Partic. bɑk-t wɶrk-ə

(vgl. Merkuur 2021: 38)
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Suffix –j :
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The suffix –j: assume it is 
underlying /i/;
• before a consonant it is [i], 

being stressless, always 
reducing to schwa. (in some 
Frisian dialects, it is realized as 
[i]);

• before a vowel it surfaces as a 
palatal glide: [j].



Analysis (1/7)
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-i (remains [i] since it is followed by a consonant), reducing to schwa.



Analysis (2/7)
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Since √bɑk, and other items of class I, are ‘bigger’ lexical items (also realizing the
feature Tense), the suffix –i, that has its foot in Tense does not show up after such
stems.



Analysis (3/7)
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The -ə-suffix covers all persons in the plural
of the present tense. 



Analysis (4/7)
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In the Pres. Plural:   √ʋɶrk + -i = √bɑk or, more generally, Class I root + -i = Class II root.

Therefore, the same suffix (-ə) appears in plural present tense, when -i ‘shrinks’ realizing only the Tense-
feature.



Analysis (5/7)
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Problem: -tə and –i have to be able to cover all person-features up to and including Sp. (Since these are the first 
person forms). This automatically makes them the best candidate for realizing 2nd person (π+Part.) as well. So, we 
predict a syncretism here, rather than the occurrence of –st. We will come back to this problem in due course. 



Analysis (6/7)
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First, the analysis in which the root of Class I verbs (bɑk) and the root + i in Class II verbs (ʋɶrk + i) would also realize
first person, predicts a syncretism in the singular persons as well, contrary to fact. The only alternative, is to assume
a zero-affix.

Second, note how the surface form of the first person present singular (ʋɶrkjə) is derived:
- The i-suffix turns into the palatal glide since no consonant is following;
- The result /ʋɶrkj/ is not a possible phonological form of Frisian, and therefore, [ə] is inserted as a phonological repair.
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Irregular verbal paradigms (class I & II)

Person / Number Class I Class II

wurde (‘to become’) hingjə (‘to hang’)

Present

1SG ʋurt hɪƞ-jə

2SG ʋurt-st hɪƞ-əst

3SG ʋurt hɪƞ-ət

PL ʋurdə hɪƞ-jə

Past

1SG ʋart hɔƞ

2SG ʋartst hɔƞ-st

3SG ʋart hɔƞ

PL ʋardən hɔƞ-ən

(vgl. Merkuur 2021: 49)
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Analysis (1/4)
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Analysis (2/4)
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Analysis (3/4)
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The –st suffix:

Possibly, -st marks an additional feature (informal), sitting on top of the
functional hierarchy (suggestion made by Pavel Caha, p.c.):
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 InformP 
 
Inform. SpP 
 

Sp  PartP 
 
  Part.  pP  
 
   p  PlurP   
 
    Plur  NumP 
 
     Num  PastP 
 
      Past  TP 
 
       Tense  IPS 



Concluding 
remarks
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Phrasal spell-out allows us to set up lexical 
elements that differ in the amount of morpho-
syntactic features they realize.

In this way we may account for lexical differences 
(known as ‘inflectional class’) without the need to 
set up context-sensitive rules.

The same analytic tool is able to account for 
‘irregular’ morphology.

Morphological class is a matter of size.
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Lexical elements (as ‘trees’): 
 
  TP => /bɑk/ 
 

Tense  ÖP 
 
  v  ÖBAK   
 
   
 
   ÖP => /wœrk/ 

 
 
  v  ÖWERK  


